NOVAtime System Update

RELEASE NOTES
Product: NOVAmobile

Version: 3.16

Date: October 8, 2018

NOVAtime is pleased to announce the release of the NOVAmobile version 3.16 update. They’ll be submitted to
Google Play and App Store on 10/8/18. The v3.16 release includes the enhancements and fixes detailed
below. To access the latest version, please update the app on your mobile device.

ENHANCEMENTS
1. The Android version was updated to support the latest version of Android OS (9.0).
2. Both Android and iOS versions now can bring up an option to access the Beacon Punch Page when
long pressing the NOVAmobile icon.
3. Employees can now press the “Beacon” button on the Beacon Punch Page to view their last beacon
punch in the text field that displays “SCAN.”
4. Beacon Admins can apply their beacon settings such as UUID, Major ID, Serial Number or Description
using NOVAmobile after he or she customizes the beacon settings from NOVAtime 5000 SaaS H/W
Devices > Beacon page instead of shipping them to NOVAtime for configuration.
5. The UI has changed for the following features: Registration, Login page, and Time-Off Approval
function.

FIXED ISSUES
1. An issue with assigned employees to a system user, specifically for NOVAmobile, was fixed.
2. An issue where the web API was not downloading schedules if the “Do Not Show or Generate Shift
Schedules” option was enabled under Access > Advanced > Scheduler, was fixed.
3. Several issues were resolved with the Employee/Supervisor dual login function:
•

When the “Allow missed punch entry from timesheet” feature is enabled, supervisors will
only be prompted to enter a missed punch if they are switching to themselves or logging in
directly using their employee login.

•

When the “Allow missed punch entry from timesheet” feature is enabled, the Manage
Timesheet’s “Edit” button will no longer be displayed after submitting a missed punch record.
Also, the verbiage “Missing Punch” has been changed to “Missed Punch”

•

The iOS version will no longer crash when tapping the calendar view.

4. An issue with “Find My Employee” (Outdoor) v3.15 for iOS was fixed. The app was not uploading
location data at login (foreground mode) even if the “While Using” option was set in the App’s Location
permissions.
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5. Fixed the “Approve Time-Off” feature to display pending time-off request records. The same issue was
fixed for customers using the multi-level approval feature.

6. An issue was fixed so employees with schedule lockout now display correct in statuses after using the
Team Punch feature to clock in.
Should you have any questions, please contact hardware@novatime.com.
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